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Hope dimming for DACA deal
IMMIGRATION » Trump calls bipartisan proposal
‘big step backwards’ amid furor over his remarks
By THOMAS KAPLAN
AND NOAH WEILAND
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — The uproar
over President Donald Trump’s
vulgar remark on immigration
took a bitter turn Sunday as
lawmakers attacked one another in unusually personal
terms and hopes dimmed for

any quick deal to protect young
unauthorized immigrants and
avert a government shutdown.
Trump declared that the
Obama-era program shielding
those immigrants from deportation was “probably dead,”
while a Republican senator who
attended the Thursday meeting
where the president addressed
immigration denied that Trump

had used the phrase
“shithole” in describing
African nations.
The senator, David
Perdue of Georgia, said
Trump “did not use
that word,” and he accused another participant in the White House
Donald
meeting, Sen. Richard
Trump
Durbin, D-Illinois, of a
“gross misrepresentation” of
what the president had said at
the session.
He and another Republican

senator at the meeting,
Tom Cotton of Arkansas, had previously said
they did “not recall the
president saying these
comments specifically.”
But by Sunday, their
recollections appeared
to have sharpened, and
Cotton joined Perdue in
disputing Durbin’s account. The two senators’ latest
assertions also seemed to conflict with the account of another
Republican senator who was at

SANTA ROSA » Bad specifications provided to road contractor have put
900 feet of new curbs and gutters at the wrong height along major artery

Stony Point stumble

the meeting, Lindsey Graham of
South Carolina.
Trump declared Sunday night
that he was “not a racist” and
insisted that the derogatory
comment attributed to him did
not occur.
“I’m not a racist. I am the
least racist person you have
ever interviewed, that I can tell
you,” Trump said as he arrived
at Trump International Golf
Club for dinner with Rep. Kevin
TURN TO DACA » PAGE A2

False
alarm
fuels
mistrust
Hawaii’s alert system in
doubt after missile scare
led to widespread panic
By JENNIFER SINCO
KELLEHER AND
BRIAN MELLEY
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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Road crews will have to rip out curbs and gutters installed too low along the west side of Stony Point Road near Sebastopol Road after it was
discovered that shaving down the road would impinge upon water pipes running under the Santa Rosa road.
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he widening of Stony Point Road has
hit another speed bump, setting back
for several more months completion
of one of Santa Rosa’s longest running
public works projects.
A design error has caused about 900 feet
of curb and gutters to be installed by the
contractor along the west side of the road
but at the wrong elevation.
It’s not clear who is responsible for
the blunder, but the work will have to be
torn out and redone in coming weeks and
months at a cost of about $300,000, according to city officials.
It’s the latest setback for a project whose

delays and continued inconveniences are
starting to get on drivers’ and residents’
nerves.
“There’s (thousands) of people a day
that go up and down that road and we’re
just sick of it,” said Greg Grubin, who
lives near Airfield Park and passes by the
project nearly every day.
The design error is reminiscent of a 2014
screw-up by Caltrans as it widened College Avenue under Highway 101. Sections
of new roadway were off by as much as
2 feet and had to be reconstructed at a cost
of $1.2 million.
In that case, a long gap between the
design of the project and its construction
and a conversion error from metric to English units were cited as explanations for

what city officials labeled a “debacle.”
The Stony Point Road work is another
high-profile project going sideways for
Bay Cities Paving and Grading, Inc. The
Concord-based company is the same outfit
that is building Healdsburg’s muchmaligned $10 million roundabout, which
is now a year behind schedule and causing
endless disruption for local drivers and
businesses.
But for the Santa Rosa project, the latest
holdup does not appear to be the fault
of the contractor. Bay Cities installed
the curb and gutter “consistent with the
plans” completed for the project, said Jason Nutt, the director of the city’s Trans-

HONOLULU — A blunder
that caused more than a million
people in Hawaii to fear that
they were about to be struck by
a nuclear missile fed skepticism
Sunday about the government’s
ability to keep them informed in
a real emergency.
Residents and tourists alike
remained rattled a day after the
mistaken alert
was blasted out INSIDE
to cellphones US military
across the is- prepares for
lands with a potential fight
warning
to against
seek immediate N Korea / A5
shelter and the
ominous statement “This is not
a drill.”
“My confidence in our socalled leaders’ ability to disseminate this vital information has
certainly been tarnished,” said
Patrick Day, who sprang from
bed when the alert was issued
Saturday morning. “I would
have to think twice before acting
on any future advisory.”
The erroneous warning was
sent during a shift change at the
state’s Emergency Management
Agency when someone doing a
routine test hit the live alert button, state officials said.
They tried to assure residents
there would be no repeat false
alarms. The agency changed
protocols to require that two
people send an alert and made
it easier to cancel a false alarm
— a process that took nearly 40
minutes.
President Donald Trump said
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The night the mountains gave way
MONTECITO MUDSLIDE » Speed and relentless force
of flowing debris swept some survivors a half-mile away
By JOE MOZINGO
AND BRITTNY MEJIA
LOS ANGELES TIMES

Trapped residents near Santa Barbara watched neighbors’ homes disappear in debris flow.
The realization that houses might
simply vanish didn’t start to set in until a 30-foot tree trunk barreled by.
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Trina Grokenberger stared out the
upstairs window of her white Colonial
house Tuesday morning, as a river
raged through her front yard.
It was 3:58 a.m.
“Dave!” she called to her husband.
“We can’t leave now, right? That’s all
trees coming down the driveway.”
Their white Land Rover was
parked below, with the suitcase they
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had packed.
They knew they were in a voluntary
evacuation zone and that officials had
warned of possible flooding and debris flows. In December they left for
five days under a mandatory evacuation during the Thomas fire. Now the
word “voluntary” had given them a
false sense of comfort.
They lived on a low slope, just a half
mile from the freeway — far from the
steep mountain canyons where they
TURN TO MUDSLIDE » PAGE A6

SONOMA STORIES: Quick-thinking nurse,
doctor helped set up medical unit at
evacuation center during wildfires / A3

SANTA BARBARA FIRE DEPARTMENT

Emergency workers rescue a 14-year-old girl, right, on
Jan. 9 after she was trapped inside a home destroyed
by a mudslide in Montecito.
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